The roles of past behavior and health beliefs in predicting medication adherence to a statin regimen
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Purpose: Current medication-adherence predictive tools are based on patient medication-taking beliefs, but studying past behavior may now be a more explanatory and accessible method. This study will evaluate if past medication-refill behavior for a statin regimen is more predictive of medication adherence than patient medication-taking health beliefs.

Patients and methods: This prospective longitudinal study was implemented in a national managed care plan in the United States. A group of 1433 statin patients were identified and followed for 6 months. Medication-taking health beliefs, collected from self-reported mail questionnaires, and past medication-refill behavior, using proportion of days covered (PDC), were collected prior to 6-month follow-up. Outcomes were measured using categorical PDC variable (of adherence, PDC ≥ 85%, versus nonadherence, PDC < 85%), with model fit estimated using receiver operator characteristic analysis.

Results: The area under the receiver operator characteristic curve for past behavior (Až = 0.78) was significantly greater (P < 0.05) than for patient health beliefs (Až = 0.69), indicating that past prescription-refill behavior is a better predictor of medication adherence than prospective health beliefs. Among health beliefs, the factor most related to medication adherence was behavioral intent (odds ratio, 5.12; 95% confidence interval, 1.84 to 15.06). The factor most strongly related to behavioral intent was impact of regimen on daily routine (odds ratio, 3.3; 95% confidence interval, 1.41 to 7.74).

Conclusion: Electronic medical records and community health-information networks may make past prescription-refill rates more accessible and assist physicians with managing medication-regimen adherence. Health beliefs, however, may still play an important role in influencing medication-taking behaviors.
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Introduction
Heart disease remains the top cause of global mortality.1 High cholesterol levels are one of the major controllable risk factors for heart disease,2,3 with statin-medication therapy considered a primary treatment for hypercholesterolemia.4 Using statin medications reduces major vascular events (defined by coronary death, nonfatal myocardial infarction, coronary revascularization, or stroke) by 20%.5 Yet just 40%–60% of those on a statin regimen adhere to it sufficiently to experience the benefits of the treatment.6,7 Despite the potential benefits of medication adherence, tools to predict or influence medication adherence to a statin regimen are not part of standard physician practice in outpatient settings.8–10 Medication-adherence assessment tools that can help physicians anticipate nonadherence behavior have existed for over a decade,11,12 with current models building...
on these frameworks. These tools are based on patient beliefs generated from various social-cognitive models such as the Health Belief Model, the Transtheoretical Model, and the Theory of Reasoned Action and its revision, the Theory of Planned Behavior.

Several beliefs are commonly used to model medication adherence. A specific cognitive belief that supports adherence to a statin regimen is that the medication will improve health by reducing symptoms or clinical markers such as total, HDL, and LDL cholesterol readings. Cognitive beliefs related to statin nonadherence are beliefs about the perceived and actual regimen side effects, complexity, effects on daily routine, and costs.

Social beliefs related to medication adherence have focused on the support available from family and friends, as well as the support from clinical professionals. Individuals with social support from family and friends can be more likely to adhere to their medication regimens. Research on the communication patterns between patients and their clinical providers demonstrates the important role the provider plays in statin-adherence behaviors and medical outcomes. In medical care, the patient playing an active role in establishing the regimen, mutual agreement on the regimen choice, and follow-up plans that foster continuity and accountability all enhance the likelihood of regimen adherence.

Extensive research on the impact of social-cognitive health beliefs on medication adherence and their use in validated predictive tools exists. The patient completes these two- to four-item questionnaires in the physician’s office. However, physicians have not integrated them into daily practice due to their perceived lack of usefulness and the time required to administer them.

Role of past behavior
One of the prevailing arguments against the use of social-cognitive models to predict medication adherence is that they do not consider past behavior or habit, which has been raised as a more plausible approach to explaining medication nonadherence. Habit theory states that habits are not cognitive decision-making events, but “tendencies to repeat responses given a stable supporting context.” This approach contends that a habit formed through repeated behaviors is more predictive of activity than the cognitive beliefs that influence decision making. Cognitive-behavioral theorists would counter that all behavior is based on reasoned action. A study by Bamberg et al tested the predictive validity of past behavior as compared to beliefs based on the Theory of Planned Behavior. In this study, students received free bus passes for a semester to see if they would break the environmentally unfriendly habit of driving a car to campus. The study discovered that behavior did change and concluded, “Only when circumstances remain relatively stable does past behavior make a significant contribution to the prediction to later action.”

Research on the role of past behaviors has focused primarily on consumer behavior and is becoming a subject of interest in understanding health behaviors such as medication adherence. Trials have noted that past refill behavior can be an indicator of future medication-adherence behavior in patients with cardiovascular conditions. How past behaviors compare with cognitive beliefs in predicting statin-medication adherence is unknown, since no known research compares these two predictors. Research on past behavior could have implications for physicians managing patients engaged in long-term regimens for chronic disease conditions. We hypothesized that past behavior related to medication adherence as measured by past prescription-refill rates would be a better predictor of medication adherence than a set of patient health beliefs selected by a panel of medication-adherence experts.

Methods
The study team recruited 1433 United Healthcare Plan members from a national sample of 2789: Georgia (n = 75), Ohio (n = 592), North Carolina (n = 256), Arizona (n = 121), Rhode Island (n = 146), and Missouri (n = 243). To be eligible for the study, participants had to be aged 21 years or older; have submitted a claim for HMG-CoA reductase inhibitors (statins) between August 1, 2002 and January 31, 2003; had United Healthcare as their primary insurer; and have been enrolled continuously in the health plan for 6 months extending through the last month used for sample selection. United Healthcare Plan ran a query of their database to identify enrollees that met these characteristics. Once the eligible participants were identified, demographic data were collected, as well as days of statin medication supplied for the baseline period. For the medication-adherence outcome period, days of medication supply and follow-up duration was supplied for each participant. Procedures were in place to detect if the enrollee had switched statin medications; the calculated proportion of days covered (PDC) incorporated both statin medications. If a participant left the plan, the PDC was calculated on the truncated data. The pharmacy-claims database used to identify eligible participants contained all medications paid for by the health plan for an enrolled member. This database is thought to be nearly complete, since it includes...
all medication transactions for an individual except for medications received through free samples or friends, which are projected to be minimal. The individuals identified in the sample selection process were contacted by mail and asked to complete the University of Wisconsin Institutional Review Board-approved self-report survey instrument, which collected information regarding their beliefs and intentions toward adherence to the targeted medication.

Measures
The United Healthcare Plan patient-administration database supplied the sociodemographic factors of age, sex, race, and education. Past behavior was measured using the 6-month baseline prescription-refill PDC for the time period of August 1, 2002 to January 31, 2003. The United Healthcare Plan pharmacy-claims database provided a listing of each statin medication-refill date, the days of medication supplied, and type of statin for each study participant. The PDC measure divides days supplied by total days for a given evaluation period and indicates the maximum amount of medication a patient could have taken in a given time period. The underlying assumption is that a patient is either underusing or has stopped using the medication when his or her medication is not filled as expected. Oversupply is truncated at 100%, since this measure does not address overuse of medication.

Because set dates were used to begin and end the mean medication-possession ratio period, the database was queried 90 days before August 1, 2002 so that any 30 or 90 refills dispensed prior to the baseline that carried over into the PDC period could be included in the PDC calculation. For instance, a patient who received 30-day supply on July 31 would be credited for 29 days of medication availability for the PDC calculation. Similarly, for the PDC calculation, a patient who received a 30-day supply on the last day of the PDC calculation period would only be credited for one day of medication availability.

The health beliefs were measured by a survey mailed during the 2 months following the collection of the baseline data and before the collection of the medication-adherence data. The health beliefs included in the survey were based on the Health Beliefs Matrix (Table 1) constructed by an expert panel using an evidence-based process from the decision science literature to identify the factors most related to medication adherence. The 15-member panel included experts from medicine, nursing, psychiatry, pharmacy, and public health, who each had multiple peer-reviewed publications on medication regimens. The expert panel yielded a set of cognitive beliefs that assessed perceived risk of poor health without medication, medication benefits, side effects, patient understanding of regimen, impact of regimen on daily routine, and having sufficient money to afford medications. The social beliefs selected were social support from friends and family and patient–doctor dialogue. Patient–doctor dialogue was assessed using a three-item scale. All other social and cognitive beliefs were measured using single-item scales. A factor analysis of the study’s health beliefs found three single-item variables related to patient-physician communication had similar loadings on medication adherence. All variables were assessed using a four-point scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 4 (strongly agree). The variables assessing patient–physician regimen decision making, discussion of side effects, and development of a medication follow-up plan were structured to create the patient–doctor dialogue scale (alpha = 0.71). The construct of behavioral intent was also included in the study because it is an indication of an individual’s readiness to perform a given behavior and is assumed to be an immediate antecedent of behavior.

Table 1 Health belief matrix

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cognitive beliefs</th>
<th>Belief statements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Perceived risk of poor health</td>
<td>I believe there is a chance of poor health if I fail to take the medication as prescribed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Perceived benefit</td>
<td>I believe the regimen has worked and met its goal.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Side effects</td>
<td>Side effects were present and prevented a valued activity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Understanding of regimen</td>
<td>I completely understand my regimen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Impact on daily routine</td>
<td>Taking my medication interrupts my daily routine.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Financial resources</td>
<td>I do not have adequate money to pay for my medications.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Behavioral intent</td>
<td>I intend to take the medication exactly as prescribed.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social beliefs</td>
<td>The clinician and I have mutually agreed upon the goals and the regimen for the medication.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The clinician and I have discussed the potential side effects of the medication and how to deal with them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The clinician established a follow-up plan for medication regimen.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social support (from family/friends)</td>
<td>I believe I will get the support I need from family and friends.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Four-point scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 4 (strongly agree).
Refill information from United Healthcare claims database was used to calculate the medication adherence outcome variable for the 6-month fixed period from April 1 to September 30, 2003. A 6-month follow-up period has been used to assess the impact of health beliefs on adherence behavior.\(^20\) In addition, within 6 months of initiation of a statin regimen, mean PDC can already be as low as 56%.\(^43\) The procedures described to calculate the baseline PDC were also applied to calculate the medication-adherence outcome variable. The categorical PDC in the outcome variable used the cut-point of <0.85 for nonadherence and ≥0.85 for adherence, to create a dichotomous variable using criteria set by Wetzels et al.\(^6\) Medication-adherence measures generated from pharmacy-claims data have been correlated with clinical outcomes across several studies.\(^46\)\(^-\)\(^56\)

Data analysis
Categorical sociodemographic data are reported as percentages and continuous variables as means. The study team used a receiver operator characteristic (ROC) analysis to determine model fit between health beliefs (Table 1) and past adherence behavior (using baseline PDCs derived from prescription-refill records) with actual medication use. ROC analysis is a method to measure predictive accuracy\(^7\) and is used to assess the accuracy of medication-adherence measures.\(^58\) With the ROC area under the curve, a score of 1.0 means perfect prediction and a 0.5 gives the same result as random guessing. A score of 0.70 or greater is considered to be an indication that the model in question has significant predictive power.\(^59\) The ROC was calculated using logistic regression models.

Last, the study team conducted two additional multivariate logistic regression analyses. The first compared the study’s health beliefs with medication use, and the second compared the study’s health beliefs with behavioral intent. The health-belief predictors were made dichotomous for the odds ratio analysis by developing disagree (responses 1 and 2) and agree (responses 3 and 4) survey responses for each factor. These analyses tested each of the health-belief predictors’ independent effects on behavioral intent to take the medication and practice medication adherence. SPSS 19.0 (IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY) was used to examine all statistical analyses.

Results
The return rate for the health-beliefs survey was 51.3%, with 1433 eligible participants and 1356 ineligible participants from a sample of 2789. Patients became ineligible when they failed to return the study’s health-medications beliefs survey, a physician discontinued their statin prescription, they discontinued participation in the United Healthcare health plan, or someone other than the patient completed the survey instrument. Of the eligible participants, 52.4% were older than 55 years, 57.5% were male, 90.8% had graduated from high school, and 26% were married. There were statistical differences between the eligible and ineligible samples. The eligible sample was 2 years older and had 3.2% more females (Table 2) than the ineligible sample. In addition, the eligible sample had a median medication adherence of 82.7% at baseline, while the ineligible sample had a mean medication adherence of 78.3%.

The mean medication adherence for the outcome variable was 78.8%, with a median of 88.0%. The categorical PDC used the cut-point of <0.85 for nonadherence and ≥85 for adherence. The proportion of the participants with medication adherence (<85% in the outcome variable) was 43.8%, and was 45.9% in the baseline measurement.

Comparison of past behavior to health beliefs
The area under the ROC curve (or c-statistics) for past behavior (A\(_c\) = 0.78) was significantly greater (P = < 0.05) than for patient health beliefs (A\(_c\) = 0.69) (Figure 1). A model that included both health beliefs and past behavior had an ROC area under the curve result that was only slightly better than past behavior alone (A\(_c\) = 0.79).

Health-belief analysis
Even though the combination of health beliefs was not more predictive of medication adherence than past behavior, three of the nine beliefs were associated with poor adherence, at P = <0.05 in the multivariable analysis (Table 3).
These included the beliefs of perceived risk of poor health without regimen, not enough financial resources, and behavioral intent. The single health-belief factor that most strongly predicted medication adherence was behavioral intent (odds ratio, 5.12; 95% confidence interval [CI], 1.84 to 15.06). This result is consistent with the Theory of Planned Behavior hypothesis that all beliefs combine to create behavioral intent to conduct the targeted behavior. In the multivariate analysis, the belief most strongly associated with behavioral intent was whether the new regimen aligned with or upset a patient’s daily routine (odds ratio, 3.3; 95% CI, 1.41 to 7.74).

**Discussion**

For clinicians, the findings presented in this research suggest that a patient’s prescription-refill information (past behavior) predicts the likelihood of future adherence to a statin regimen. To health interventionists, studying past behavior is not a novel approach. Pharmacists have used past prescription-refill behavior to identify patients in need of additional counseling and education. Health insurance companies have attempted to use past acute clinical events to anticipate future health care episodes so they can provide additional counseling on preventive care. Thus far, however, this approach has only been demonstrated to improve adherence rates with patients experiencing depression. Within physician office settings, perhaps because access to meaningful past medication history has not been available to physicians and nurses, the use of brief questionnaires based on health beliefs continues to be advanced as the most reasonable approach for predicting medication adherence to existing regimens in a clinical setting.

The role of past behavior and habit as compared to health beliefs has been an issue of inquiry for theorists trying to understand and predict individual behavior. Bamberg et al described habit theory as being most applicable to repetitive behaviors in stable environments and past behavior as less of a predictor of future behavior than beliefs and reasoning only when there was a significant change in the environment. These findings suggest that patients on

| Table 3 Multivariate predictors of medication adherence (P < 0.05) |
|--------------------------|--------------------------|--------------------------|--------------------------|
| Belief category          | Belief                   | Behavioral intent | Medication adherence |
|                         |                          | OR | 95% CI | OR | 95% CI |
| Cognitive belief         | Perceived risk of poor health | 1.91 | 1.13–3.21 | 1.82 | 1.26–2.63 |
|                          | Perceived benefit         | 1.77 | 1.13–2.74 | NS  | NS     |
|                          | Side effects              | 1.68 | 1.19–5.59 | NS  | NS     |
|                          | Impact on daily routine   | 3.30 | 1.41–7.74 | NS  | NS     |
|                          | Not enough financial resources | 1.93 | 1.23–3.03 | 1.51 | 1.02–2.40 |
| Social belief            | Quality of patient/doctor regimen dialogue | 1.98 | 1.17–3.36 | NS  | NS     |
| Behavioral intent        | Intent to take medication | NA  | NA     | 5.12 | 1.84–11.06 |

**Abbreviations:** OR, odds ratio; CI, confidence interval.
a long-term medication regimen demonstrate long-term, stable behavior, with past behavior being a strong predictor of future behavior.

The question these findings raise, however, is what the clinician should do to assist a patient if past prescription-refill rates indicate that the patient is nonadherent. Examining the patient’s health beliefs may offer a solution. Behavioral intent was the strongest predictor of medication-adherence behavior (odds ratio, 5.12; 95% CI, 1.84 to 15.06). For clinicians doubting whether or not patients plan to take their medications, posing the question, “Do you intend to take your medications exactly as prescribed?” could provide insight. The question most predictive of behavioral intent was “Does taking this medication impact your daily routine?” (impact on daily routine: odds ratio, 3.3; 95% CI, 1.41 to 7.74). Potential interventions for reducing this barrier are done to simplify regimen complexity whenever possible or to provide behavioral strategies that limit the impact of the medication regimen on daily routine. For example, pharmacists have found that using motivational interviewing to identify and overcome barriers to medication adherence can improve medication adherence among patients initiating statin therapy.64 For the insured population represented in this study, the one significant effect on medication-taking behaviors (odds ratio, 1.51; 95% CI, 1.02 to 2.40) was caused by the patients’ belief that they lacked the financial resources to pay for their medication. One finding from this study is that insurance coverage does not eliminate limited financial resources as a barrier to medication adherence.

Factors related to cognitive beliefs were significantly related to medication adherence, yet the social factors as constructed had limited influence on medication-taking behaviors. Social support had no significant impact on medication taking. Also, the quality of patient–doctor regimen dialogue had an effect only on behavioral intent, not on actual use. This research demonstrates that, in this population, social factors may have a limited role in medication-taking behavior and are less prevalent than factors such as impact on daily routine, perceived risk of poor health if the regimen is not followed, side effects, and the inability to afford medication for statin regimens.

Study limitations
The use of pharmacy prescription-refill records gives the maximum possible amount of medications a patient can take, but the purchase of medications does not guarantee consumption. However, the concerns about nonconsumption have become less of an issue with the increase in studies establishing the association between medication prescription refills and clinical outcomes.51,55 The use of a 6-month follow-up period is not ideal, since statin nonadherence rates are projected to increase until 5 years beyond the initiation of a statin regimen.43 At 6 months postinitiation, statin PDC is 56%, as compared to 44% PDC at 5 years postinitiation.53 Based on these values, the authors believed a considerable amount of nonadherence behavior could be detected by 6 months. The use of pharmacy-claims data for the past behavior and medication-adherence behavior does introduce method variance, since both are measured by the same method. The use of pharmacy-refill records and brief health-beliefs questionnaires were selected as independent variables because these are two tools available to physicians and because the study’s purpose was to test the ability of these available tools to predict medication adherence. Future research could limit this effect by using another valid measure of medication adherence, such as the Medication Events Monitoring System (MEMs). The dichotomous outcome variable used to measure medication adherence will not be as sensitive as a continuous variable. Most medication-adherence research, however, does declare whether the patient is adherent or nonadherent, based on a predefined measure.51 Also, all the health beliefs but those related to physician communication were assessed using a single-item variable. This study used single-item variable measures to replicate brief health-belief measures that can be administered in a busy physician practice where it would not be practical to apply scales. Although the health-belief measures represent common factors associated with medication adherence that were worded and scaled by medication-adherence experts, the specific metrics applied had not been previously validated. Future studies could consider the use of validated health-belief scales. Another limitation is that the study does not focus on newly prescribed medications or issues specific to the underserved and uninsured. It is possible health beliefs may be more predictive of medication adherence under these conditions. However, the authors did project that past refill adherence may be less pronounced in patients new to a regimen, due to the decreases in adherence behavior that occur during the first 6 months of a statin regimen. This should be tested in future trials.

For those conducting research related to the Theory of Planned Behavior, this study replaced social norms with social supports from the physicians and from the patient’s family. The impetus for altering this variable was that social norms have not been found to be related to medication-taking behaviors, while physician and family supports have.65
Finally, the data were calculated using patients on statin regimens. Tests on other health conditions will assess the generalizability of the results to other disease states.

Future implications
This study demonstrated the significant role that past behavior, based on prescription-refill rates, can play in predicting medication-adherence behavior (ROC = 0.78). These findings could change how clinicians manage medication-adherence behaviors. In the past, clinicians had limited access to medication prescription-refill information. At present, 35% of physician office practices possess a medical record that lists medications prescribed to a patient in the United States.60 This percentage is expected to rise to 79% due to the financial incentives Medicare and Medicaid are offering through their electronic health-record incentive programs.61 However, the presence of an electronic medical record will not always mean access to pharmacy prescription-refill records. Electronic medical records may not contain medication-refill data, because that information is not obtainable. Clinics with their own pharmacy-claims payment service will have access to medication-refill information, but other clinics will not have timely access to this data until a community health information network is established in their region.62 Once medication-refill information is available in the electronic medical record, the information may still not be utilized as part of patient office visits, because the information is not integrated into the clinician’s traditional workflow or is not in a format that aids clinical decision making.63 Accordingly, future health-information regulation and health-record designs should facilitate the use of these data in daily physician practice. Once widely available, past prescription-refill records could play a role in reducing the large gap between those who take their medications as prescribed and those who do not. Moreover, the role of past behavior should be tested for other health behaviors, such as increasing physical activity and changing diet to determine behavior should be tested for other health behaviors, such as increasing physical activity and changing diet to determine safety of cholesterol-lowering treatment.64
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